ANSWERS TO
SAFE FOOD HANDLING
MATCHING GAME – Safe or Not Safe?

1. Empty garbage often.
   Keep area clean.

   Statement is **SAFE**

2. If leftover food does NOT smell bad, taste bad, or look bad, it’s **okay** to eat.

   Statement is **NOT SAFE**
3. **Store** foods as soon as you get home.

Statement is **SAFE**

4. **Keep** raw meat and poultry juices **away** from other foods.

Statement is **SAFE**
5. **Wash hands** with soap and water **before** preparing foods.

Statement is **SAFE**
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6. **Keep** hot foods **hot**, cold foods **cold**.

Statement is **SAFE**
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7. **Don’t leave** perishable foods out for more than 2 hours.

Statement is **SAFE**

8. Frozen foods can be **thawed** on the kitchen counter.

Statement is **NOT SAFE**